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Nepal Update
IN AUGUST:
Nepal hosted the 4th 2-day long BIMSTEC summit in Kathmandu
this month. BIMSTEC is an international organization of seven
countries (including Nepal) in South Asia and South East Asia that
are near the Bay of Bengal. The heads of all of the member nations
attended the summit, and it concluded with an 18-point
Declaration on promoting peace and prosperity of the member
nations.
Nepal also issued its new General Code this month, replacing the
previous 37-year-old code. The new General Code redefines
crimes and their punishments and added new forms of crimes as
well.

Kathmandu
Office
Update
Growing into a Butterfly!
Since the last staff retreat, we were motivated to continue what we have
achieved last year. The annual staff summit helped us to brainstorm and
come up with changes and action items to improve ourselves and our
performance. As Ben says, and we completely agree, "It's time for us to
transform into butterflies from caterpillars and fly into the sky." This month
has been our first month on this journey to becoming butterflies.
This month we completed the yearly performance evaluations of the
Kathmandu office, as well as identified and finalized mentors for each staff
member. We also started a book club to encourage the reading among the
staff.

Updates from our Partner Communities
Construction Projects
Our field team went back to their respective work locations after our
2-week staff summit at the Kathmandu office. We hosted an
orientation for our local NGO partners on the project agreements for
this year's construction projects. We then signed the project
agreements. We have not yet started construction, but we are in the
process of building the school trusses in the metal workshop in
Kathmandu, under the direct supervision of our civil technician. We
also coordinated with the local governments of Phedi and Dobhane
communities, which is the first step to working in these communities.
These are the two new communities we are expanding into this year.
ibhuvan Primary School, Jaleswori

Hira Primary School, Maheswori

Coordination meeting with local government in Phedi

Agriculture Program
The new cycle of our agriculture program started with the signing of
agreements with local partners. This month, we formed 7 new Farmers'
Groups and introduced 168 new farmers to our program. We also
facilitated the hiring of 3 new agriculture staff for our partner NGOs.
In addition, we trained 219 farmers on maize seed selection, 83 on model
kitchen garden management, and 41 on pea and beans seed selection.
We distributed seeds of different crops, equipment, and Farmer Record
Sheets as well.
Signing agreement with HDCG, Bung

Maize seed selection training, Maheswori

Gratitude for Ishwor Basnet
Ishwor Basnet is the Agriculture
Technician for the community
of Gudel in Solukhumbu. He has
been with dZi for past 3 years. As
one of the eldest dZi staff, he
always brings his experience,
knowledge and energy to the
program and improves it.
We are so thankful for Ishwor as he
leads Gudel's agriculture program to
success. He has inspired the farmers
of Gudel to be the highest earners
among our communities through
our program, started first ever
communal farming and is leading
the experiment of the organic
certification process in Gudel.

Thank you so much Iswor!

Up Next in September!
Formation of Community Development Groups in new Dobhane
and Phedi communities.
Orientations for all communities on this year's projects.

Story of the Month

dZi Youth Trek!
The dZi youth team is an informal group of 10 young dZi staff, all 30
years old and under that was formed 2 years ago. Since
its inception, the youth team has been meeting twice a year to have
light chats, share their feelings and make commitments to keep
improving oneself. However, this time they decided to go on study
visit followed by a trek to Western Nepal for 10 days in August.
After the trek, the team is now back with new energy and high
motivation to improve themselves and their performance this year.
They expressed that the experience was overwhelming and
showed their gratefulness to dZi for all the support. To learn more
about their experience, check out their trip report at:
https://dzi.org/dzi-youth-group/

Thank you for reading!

As always, we'd love to hear from you.
Please send any comments, feedback, or
questions you'd like explained in
the August report to me at
rupak@dzi.org

